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creating xml files. It can support
stream-oriented, SAX or DOM
parsing styles, and includes an

optional xsd schema validator and
graphical schema generator. This
component also supports all valid
XML, and includes checking for

validity. It has minimal dependencies,
and is totally self-contained. It is

written in C and is both speed and
memory efficient, and is simple to
use. File Trailer XML Parse Lib

Comments XML Parse Lib is a handy,
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simple set of re-usable functions
designed for general purpose parsing,

checking, and creating xml files. It
can support stream-oriented, SAX or
DOM parsing styles, and includes an

optional xsd schema validator and
graphical schema generator. This
component also supports all valid
XML, and includes checking for

validity. It has minimal dependencies,
and is totally self-contained. It is

written in C and is both speed and
memory efficient, and is simple to
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use. XML Parse Lib Description:
XML Parse Lib is a handy, simple set

of re-usable functions designed for
general purpose parsing, checking,

and creating xml files. It can support
stream-oriented, SAX or DOM
parsing styles, and includes an

optional xsd schema validator and
graphical schema generator. This
component also supports all valid
XML, and includes checking for

validity. It has minimal dependencies,
and is totally self-contained. It is
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written in C and is both speed and
memory efficient, and is simple to
use. File Trailer Email Validation

Validation. A simple and fast email
validation component. It supports
RFC822(US) and allows standard
validation of the email address by

validating the parts of an email
address. For example, it supports

correctly verifying whether an email
address is valid. File Trailer Web

Service Validation The web service
validation component can be used to
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validate web service types including
WSDL, ASMX, REST and SOAP. It
has two public methods, wsDescribe

and wsValidate, to validate web
service descriptions or web services.
The wsDescribe method can be used
to validate web service description
using WSDL2SOAP, WSDL2U or
WSDL2PHP, and the wsValidate

method can be used to validate web
services using WSDL2SOAP, WSD
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XML Parse Lib [Mac/Win]

Features: * Support for parsing both
stream and SAX methods. * Support
for a variety of xsd validators
(including GUI based), including
checking the validity of an xml file
against a xsd. * An optional graphical
schema generator. * Optional support
for XPath expressions. * Support for
both element and attribute
namespaces. * Support for stream-
oriented and SAX parsing. * Optional
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XML writing support. * Optionally
supports all valid xml, and includes
validation. * Note: This component is
part of an extensive component set.
This is an independent component
that can be used alone. If you want to
use the whole set, use libxml2, libxslt,
libexpat or xerces-c. Tested on:
Version 2.0 Compatibility:
Compatibility with the specification is
good, although not fully conformant
in the case of multiple namespaces (
XML NameSpace support: Although
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currently only the default namespace
is supported. XML Schema support:
Although currently only the default
xsd is supported. XML validation
support: Although currently only
xmlValidateDefault is supported.
XML Output support: Although
currently only xmlOutputBufferWrite
(or "") is supported. Scalar Expression
support: Although currently only the
xpath & xpathEvaluate functions are
supported. XML writers support:
Although currently only
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xmlDumpFormatMemory and
xmlDumpFormatMemoryV are
supported. Error handling: Though
many of the error messages are reused
from libxml2 and xerces, some
messages are not generated if they are
not used (eg. file not found), and all
errors are captured and reported.
TODO: Support for CDATA sections
and XML 1.1 Keep this component
up-to-date with the official xerces
c++ tree. XML Schema support:
Support for xsd files (including an
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optional graphical tool to create
them). Validate: Optionally throw an
exception if no validator is found.
Schema evaluation: Optionally
evaluate XPath and XPointer
expressions in the XML document.

What's New In XML Parse Lib?

XML Parse Lib is a handy, simple set
of re-usable functions designed for
general purpose parsing, checking,
and creating xml files. It can support
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stream-oriented, SAX or DOM
parsing styles, and includes an
optional xsd schema validator and
graphical schema generator. This
component also supports all valid
XML, and includes checking for
validity. It has minimal dependencies,
and is totally self-contained. It is
written in C and is both speed and
memory efficient, and is simple to
use. Requirements: ## Requirements:
## Notes: ## Notes: ## Known Bugs:
## Known Bugs: ## Credits: ##
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Credits: ## ComponentWise: ##
ComponentWise: ## Files: ## Files:
## Compiling: ## Compiling: ##
Running: ## Running: ## BUGS: ##
BUGS: ## DON'TS: ## DON'TS: ##
Installation: ## Installation: ## MS
Visual C# Component Sample: ##
Proxies: ## Proxies: ## Source: ##
Source: ## Url: ## Url: ## Version
History: ## Version History: ##
Author: ## Author: ## Compiler: ##
Compiler: ## Install Process: ##
Install Process: ## Uninstall Process:
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## Uninstall Process: ## Contribute:
## Contribute: ## Category: ##
Category: ## Summary: ## Summary:
## Notes: ## Notes: ## Links: ##
Links: ## Related Files: ## Related
Files: ## MSDN: ## MSDN: ##
Share: ## Share: ## Close: ## Close:
## Hardware Target: ## Hardware
Target: ## FAQ: ## FAQ: ##
Assemblies: ## Assemblies: ##
License: ## License: ## ## ## ## ##
## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ##
## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ## ##
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##
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System Requirements:

* OS: Windows 2000/XP/Vista *
CPU: Intel Pentium III 1.5 GHz or
faster (1 GHz recommended) *
Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 3 or ATI
Radeon 9500 XT or better with 128
MB VRAM * Hard Drive: Must be 1
GB or larger, DVD-ROM drive or CD-
ROM drive * RAM: Minimum 2 GB
* DirectX: DirectX 9.0c (8.1 is
supported, but graphics is not perfect)
* Afterburner: Latest
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